
GRAPHOLOGY HANDWRITING ANALYSIS QUESTIONS FOR FAHRENHEIT

Graphology and handwriting analysis - how graphology experts analyse handwriting, plus more free These writers react
first and ask questions afterwards.

Does the writing exhibit back slant? This work formed the basis of modern graphology, although the science is
still being researched and expanded today. No Yes Are the small letters narrower than the first example, but as
wide, or wider than this example? Frequency of fading? Frequency of End Of Word Pressure? Take a look at
the writing. Professional graphologists operate to a strict code of ethics, and these experts are constantly in
demand; those who use it recognise its value in the workplace as an additional method of understanding
character. No Yes Does the writing slant to the right less than the second example, but as much or more than
this example? Large size handwriting can mean extravert and outgoing, or it can mean that the writer puts on
an act of confidence, although this behaviour might not be exhibited to strangers. Lower zone as in g, y, p, etc
Lower loops are also varied and have different meanings. This often gives the letters more of an angular look.
What it says is, "I really don't like myself very much, and you probably won't like me either; so, just in case,
here's something beautiful to look at while I sneak away into a corner and hide. Grissom notices a smear of
mustard on the bottom of the shopping cart and realizes that Margaret must have dropped a bottle of mustard
and gone to the restroom to clean up. Graphology is actually a very old and respected science - the study of
handwriting and its analysis was first developed by the Chinese 3, years ago. Look for small letters being
twice or half the size of similar ones within the handwriting. Examples would be perhaps words with a double
letter such as 'e' in the word seem where the 'e' would be written three times, or an extra 'hump' on the letter
'm'. No Yes Are the descending strokes shorter than the first example, but as long or longer than this example?
No Yes Does the writing slant to the right less than the first example, but as much or more than this example?
Grissom realizes that the women are being kept in a refrigerated truck that is traveling I Elaine describes
graphology is 'brainwriting' - the handwriting comes directly from the writer in a uniquely personal and
individual way, irrespective of how the person has been taught to write: an expert graphologist understands the
styles of the different countries and languages and makes allowances for 'taught' influences. Does the writing
exhibit small letter variability as much, or more than this example? Grissom asks Warrick why he missed his
court date and confronts him with the surveillance footage from the casino that Sara gave him. This happens a
lot. The dashes tend to be thick at one end and trail off to a very thin line at the other. A left slant tendency
shows emotion and reserve. Meanwhile Warrick and Sara have to put personal differences aside to investigate
the apparent murder and robbery of a man who has been found by his brother. It is not the actual size of the
letter that is important - more the width compared to the height. They both reflect an inability of the writer to
maintain writing pressure. Also largely irrelevant to the actual analysis is the content of the written text.
Handwriting Features As previously stated there are around features - this introductory article attempts to
explain some of the basic ones that can be readily understood and which give interesting information. Are
circular 'i' dots present in the handwriting? Usually it indicates a strong, flamboyant outer personality hiding a
quieter, more serious and possibly analytical persona inside. Grissom realizes that these stores are all on
Interstate  However, some writers loop, but the loops are very narrow with the lines overlapping each other.
Does the writing exhibit line overlap? More than this is large; less than this is small. Catch me if you can. By
examining a handwriting sample, an expert graphologist is able to identify relevant features of the handwritten
script, and the way the features interact. However, some writers produce 't' bars which point, slope or droop
downwards See example. As with letter width, it's not the actual size of the descending strokes that is
important. If there are reasonably proportioned upper zone loops, this indicates someone who likes to think
things through and use their imagination in a sensible way. Does the writing have narrow upper loops?


